RaceRunning Suppliers

Please note, CPISRA does not endorse specific suppliers.

Australia

DeJay Medical (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)

Austria

3rad Clever Cycling (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)
www.3rad.cc/

Brazil

A8 Metal Concept
www.a8.ind.br
contato@a8.ind.br
(+55) 44 3026 5955

Denmark

BY CONNIEHANSEN 2015 ApS (supplies internationally)

Petra Bike – the most well-known RaceRunner, available in 7 sizes suitable from age 3 to adults
Cross Runner – a detachable frame with quick release axels in to two parts, available in 2 adult sizes
Stormrunner – a new frame available in 2 adult sizes
https://by-conniehansen.com
mail@by-conniehansen
(+45) 4819 5064

Henning Jorgensens Cykler
https://www.joergensencykler.dk
info@joergensencykler.dk
(+45) 9726 7255
Jørn Iversen Rødekro ApS
www.ji.dk
iversen@ji.dk
(+45) 7466 9242

France
Sarl Colibrius (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)
www.colibrius.fr

Lithuania
Vildoma (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)
www.vildoma.lt/

Netherlands
RD Mobility
The RunneR - A foldable RaceRunner developed in corporation with the Applied University of Den Haag (NL) and Haag Atletiek (NL).
info@rdmobility.com
(+31) 70 219 69 00

Rollick (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)
www.rollick.biz

Norway
Hjelpemiddeleksperter (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)
https://h-e.no/
Poland

Fundacja Ztotowianka

*The MobileRs, available in 3 sizes – S, M and L.*

http://racerunning.fundacjazlotowianka.pl/czym-jest-racerunning/mobiler/
racerunning@fundacjazlotowianka.pl
(+48) 519 723 793

Portugal

Inovação de Bicletas e handibikes, unipessoal Lda (Celestino Pêgo)

ibhbicicletas@gmail.com
(+351) 910 649 603

Boccas

boccas@gmail.com
(+351) 962 877 096

Russia

Paralympic Sports (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)

www.paralympicsport.ru

Sweden

WISP (supplies internationally)

*This RaceRunner is made from aluminium and comes in three frame sizes, M, L and XL. The weight of the frame for size L is 4 kg. A complete RaceRunner has a weight of 12 kg, with variations up and down depending on the choice of parts.*

WISP Adapter© - provides the option of using standard bicycle wheels. The WISP Adapter©, together with the design of the frame and fork, makes it possible to use “fat bike” tires for training off road.

WISP Spring© - makes it easy to adjust the steering function to your needs. It’s also a safe and reliable steering solution for all runners.

WISP BoxFrame© - is a new innovative frame solution. Its extreme stiffness and strength makes it a light and durable construction. The BoxFrame© provides conditions for fast running.

www.wisp.design
Fysioaid by Kathleen (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)

www.fysioaid.se

United States of America

RAD-Innovations LLC

The RaceRunner running frame from RAD-Innovations LLC will be assembled in Cornwall, Vermont and available to the North American market in late 2019. Frames will be available for international distribution as well. Advance orders are now being accepted. Multiple sizes are available and can be customized to individuals’ needs.

www.rad-innovations.com

802-382-0093
United Kingdom

Quest88 (local supplier of ‘by Connie Hansen’ frames)

https://www.quest88.com

sales@quest88.com

(+44) 01952 463050